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businessiswar
THE WHITE-COLLAR WARRIORS, CUBICLE CRUSADERS, 
and office proletariat occupy the trenches—all in the name 
of commerce.

They stare down spreadsheets, conquer conference calls 
and deal deftly with deadlines.

Such daily rigors command the support of an ally...

The Right Chair.

Eurotech chairs impart every business titan with ergonomic 
comfort and fluid movement, alleviating stress and 
energizing its occupant over the course of even the most 
grueling workweek. Not only is it a steadfast companion, 
it’s a stylish, handsome one at that. Every Eurotech chair’s 
sleek, inventive design is worthy of any workspace, office 
or boardroom. When laptops are fired up and meetings 
are kicked off, a Eurotech chair is a welcome respite for 
the gladiators of goods and services.
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ourpromise
They say with age comes wisdom. And, while we’ve 
learned a lot since we sold our first office chair in 1979, we 
knew even then, that superior craftsmanship and design 
are essential ingredients in delivering real value for our 
customers. Thirty years later, those three simple pillars 
still stand behind our promise of exceptional seating with 
every chair we sell. 

design
Beautiful design motivates and inspires. Isn’t that what 
you want your workspace to do? Some of the industry’s 
most talented designers work meticulously to ensure that 
Eurotech chairs provide ergonomic performance and 
visual artistry.

craftsmanship
We don’t cut corners. Every Eurotech chair is painstakingly 
crafted using the best textiles, materials and cutting edge 
technologies. The result is high-performance seating that 
delivers seamless functionality and comfort that always 
works overtime.

value
The lowest price is not always the best value. Every chair 
in our comprehensive collection offers a unique balance 
of price, quality and beauty. We like to say our chairs are 
the perfect marriage of form, function and frugality. This, 
combined with our unmatched customer service, make 
Eurotech chairs the best value in the market.

Eurotech. Sit Smarter.™
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The Frasso, featured here, is a popular choice for 
boardrooms. See page 24 for details.

premium
COLLECTIONONE

SOMETIMES STYLE AND IMAGE ARE JUST AS 
important as comfort. When it is, we have 
the chair for you. With a curated selection 
that delivers exceptional design paired 
with best-in-class support, our premium 
collection also earns accolades for poise 
and panache.
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If chairs were living, breathing animals, subject to the same ruthless 

laws of natural selection other creatures are, the iOO would represent 

a pinnacle of evolution — a sleek, powerful product of generations of 

development and refinement, and an obsession with perfection. It is 

adjustable, yet effortlessly simple. All of its controls have been integrated 

into a single mechanism. The iOO adapts, overcomes and excels.

cutting edge meets proven technology

thefutureisiOO
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single lever  
control mechanism

aluminum base

contoured zero-pressure seat

3D dynamic lumbar support

8-way adjustable arms

tilt-tension
control knob
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iOO

iOO
iOO-WHT
$1120

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment

colors 

 black mesh W09-1

Shown with 
optional 
headrest8



dynamic lumbar support
The iOO offers a reactive lumbar 

section that adjusts with you as you 

move, always ensuring proper support.

headrest
iOO-HDRWHT
iOO-HDRBLK
$64

iOO
iOO-BLK
$1120

iOO  
option
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aluminum back support 
and arm frame

aluminum base

mesh used on back and seat

8-way  
adjustable arms

Image shown is Ergoelite
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unrivaledergo

All of our Ergo chairs were engineered with your total comfort in mind. 

Aesthetics, form and function are merged seamlessly in a single design, 

allowing Ergo chairs to be minutely adjusted to achieve unrivaled 

support. A synchro-tilt mechanism with infinite lock, sliding seat, 

pneumatic height adjustment, and headrest, are standard on all Ergo 

models. Add a choice of mesh, leather, or a selection from our Fabrix 

catalog, and you can build the perfect Ergo chair for you. 

style, durability and complete comfort
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ergoelite
high-back
ME22ERGLT-N15
$1326

ergoelite

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
back height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment

single lever adjustment
adjustable headrest

colors 

 black mesh W09-112



fabrix 
grade 1
$1426

fabrix  
grade 2
$1486

fabrix  
grade 3
$1526

single lever adjustment
Fine tune your Ergo with ease, using a 

single lever for seat depth and height, 

back angle, and tilt lock.

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
back height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment

single lever adjustment

colors 

 black mesh W09-1

ergoelite  
mid-back
ME5ERGLTLOW-N15
$1300
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You might 
want to sit 
down for this.

Our mesh material is engineered to be 
durable, flexible, and to look great even after 
years of use. It offers excellent comfort and 
support, and its breathable design releases 
body heat, keeping you cool and refreshed.
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ergohuman

ergohuman
high-back
ME7ERG
$1248

ergohuman 
black mesh CAL133 
high-back
CAME7ERG
$1315

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
back height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment
single lever adjustment
adjustable headrest

colors 

 
blue mesh KM15 

 
grey mesh W09-53

 
green mesh KM14 

 
orange/copper mesh KM13

 
plum red mesh KM12

 
black mesh W09-1
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tilt tension control
The tilt tension knob allows for easy 

adjustment of back recline resistance. 

Back angle can be locked in five 

positions (four different positions of 

recline or upright).

ergohuman 
mid-back
ME8ERGL0
$1221

ergohuman 
black mesh CAL133 
mid-back
CAME8ERGLO
$1290

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
back height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment
single lever adjustment

colors 

 
blue mesh KM15 

 
grey mesh W09-53

 
green mesh KM14 

 
orange/copper mesh KM13

 
plum red mesh KM12

 
black mesh W09-1
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ergohumaniseco-friendly

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
back height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment

adjustable headrest  
on high-back model

colors 

 
black leather

 
available for this chair

 
available for this chair

ergohuman 
leather high-back
LE9ERG
$1298
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$1383 $1409 $1457
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.50

ergohuman 
leather mid-back
LE10ERGLO
$1266
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$1342 $1364 $1402
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.25
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material category

plastic 42%

aluminum alloy 35%

steel 19%

mesh fabric 1%

PU 3%

% of recycled
production 
materials used

80–90%

10%

50%–80%

0

chair components

headrest inner and outside frame
back inner and outside frame 
seat inner and outside frame
lumbar support inner and outer frame
arm upright
headrest post
horizontal bar

U-shape support frame 2.34kgs
seat support frame 1.7kgs
arm frame .31kgs
aluminum base 3.2kgs
mechanism .67kgs

arm upright inside pipe
top plate of mechanism
screw and bolt
back bracket
L-bracket

American mesh .215kgs

arm PU pad .2kgs
seat front PU foam .62kgs

97% post-use recyclable

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
back height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment
adjustable single lever headrest  
 on high-back model

colors 

 
black mesh W09-1 

 
black leather

ergohuman 
leather seat/ mesh high-back
LEM4ERG
$1272
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$1346 $1373 $1420 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

ergohuman 
leather seat/ mesh mid-back
LEM6ERGLO
$1241
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$1307 $1328 $1366
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

 
available for this chair

 
available for this chair

% of post-use 
recyclability

97%

3%
3%

recyclable and 
non-recyclable 
component 
comparative

recyclable

recyclable

recyclable

recyclable

non-recyclable
non-recyclable
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tilt tension 
control tilt lock

adjustable 
back angle synchro-tilt

adjustable 
seat height 

waterfall  
seat

ergomodelfeatures

 ergoelite high-back ME22ERGLT-N15 • • • • • • • • • • • • •

 ergoelite mid-back ME5ERGLTLOW-N15 • • • • • • • • • • • •

 ergohuman high-back ME7ERG • • • • • • • •  • • • • 

 ergohuman mid-back ME8ERGL0 • • • • • • • •  • • •  

 ergo mesh high-back CAME7ERG • • • • • • • •  • • • •

 ergo mesh mid-back CAME8ERGLO • • • • • • • •  • • •

 ergo leather high-back LE9ERG • • • • • • • •  • • • • •

 ergo leather mid-back LE10ERGLO • • • • • • • •  • • •  •

 ergo leather/mesh high-back LEM4ERG • • • • • • • •  • • • • •

 ergo leather/mesh high-back LEM6ERGLO • • • • • • • •  • • •  •

  iOO (for comparison) • • • • • • • (ratchet) • • • • • 

  concept 2.0 (for comparison) • • • • • • • (ratchet) • • • • •
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adjustable 
back height 

adjustable 
seat depth

adjustable 
arm width 

adjustable 
arm height swivel arm

adjustable  
arm depth

adjustable  
headrest fabrix

aluminum frame
The Ergo sports an all-aluminum frame 

with chrome finish for lightness and 

uncompromised strength.

• • • • • • •

• • • • • •

• •  • • • • 

• •  • • •  

• •  • • • •

• •  • • •

• •  • • • • •

• •  • • •  •

• •  • • • • •

• •  • • •  •

• (ratchet) • • • • • 

• (ratchet) • • • • •
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nuvem
The Nuvem chair is unmistakably modern 

and bold. With its three reclining positions 

and available accessories to integrate 

laptops, touch screens, and other mobile 

devices, the Nuvem becomes a stylish 

workstation of luxurious comfort.

features
tilt lock
back angle adjustment 
 
Nuvem comes standard with 
laptop/tablet arm and ottoman

custom color options are available  
with 8-10 week delivery

colors 

  
black leather/aluminum frame

  
white leather/teak finish frame

nuvem
NUVEMWHT
$4052
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nuvem
NUVEMBLK
$4052
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frasso
The Frasso is a very popular choice 

for conference rooms, due to its sleek 

European design, universal comfort, simple 

adjustability, and appealing price.

frasso 
leather mid-back
LEM801BLKLLA1  
— loop arm
$690
LEM801BLKLAA1  
— adjustable arm**
$635

frasso 
fabric mid-back
FM801COALLLA1  
— loop arm
$670
FM801COALLAA1  
— adjustable arm** 
$615

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment 
seat depth adjustment*
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment**
loop or adjustable arm options

colors 

  
black leather

  
coal fabric TM12

* Available on high-back only

frasso 
leather high-back
LE800BLKLLA1  
— loop arm
$810
LE800BLKLAA1  
— adjustable arm**
$755 
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For comfort, durability, and minimalist style, 

the Manchester features oversized molded 

foam cushions in black or brown leather 

with fine-tailored stitching. The chair offers 

leather padded armrests, waterfall seat 

with pneumatic height adjustment, knee-

tilt mechanism, tilt tension control and steel 

substructure for enhanced strength.

manchester

manchester 
high-back
LE150-BRNL
LE150-BLKL
$567

manchester 
mid-back
LE255-BRNL
LE255-BLKL
$527

features
tilt tension control
knee-tilt
tilt lock
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
eco/bonded leather

colors 

  
black leather

  
brown leather
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3D Mesh  
Lumbar Support
A soft, cooling, mesh 

backrest with built-in lumbar 

support. A comfortable 

choice for all-day sitting 

delivering enhanced  

freedom of movement.

concept 2.0
The Concept 2.0 offers a similar look and 

feel to its famous cousin, the Ergohuman, 

but at an even friendlier price point. Highly 

adjustable and outrageously comfortable, 

the Concept 2.0 was designed to work as 

hard as you do.

concept 2.0
CONCEPT 2.0
$1050

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment
unique 3D mesh
single lever adjustment

colors

 
black 3D mesh26



monterey 
fabric seat
MFSY77
$800
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$860 $878 $910
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

monterey 
mesh seat
MMSY55
$830

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms*
arm height adjustment
lumbar adjustment
black titanium frame and base

colors 

 
black mesh PM01 

 
black fabric 5806

* Available on MFSY77 only

monterey

optional 
headrest 
HRAP99
$59

A chair that has evolved from sophisticated 

design, the Monterey is beautifully 

proportioned and extremely comfortable. A 

milestone in ergonomic seating, it not only 

conforms to individual body shapes and 

weights, but also to movement. The titanium 

frame and base make it built to last and 

designed to enhance any office space.

 
available for this chair
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eduskate 
black mesh/
black frame
SKTRN-BLK
$900

eduskate
Practically an office on wheels, the Eduskate 

was designed as a personal work space 

for learning. Delivering both comfort 

and support, it has no hard edges or 

right angles to deliver an approachable, 

contemporary look and feel. A mesh back 

and mesh waterfall seat keep students 

cool, comfortable and attentive throughout 

classroom courses.

eduskate
black mesh/
white frame
SKTRN-WHBLK
$900

features
elastic mesh seat and back
designer nylon frame
soft padded arms
retractable tablet arm
adjustable lumbar support
easy access book storage space
integrated cup holder

colors

 black mesh W09-1
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fuzion
Offering a cutting-edge workspace design, 

the Fuzion will never compromise comfort 

during an 8-hour day. The seat moves with 

you, as you move, providing both freedom  

of movement and continuous support.

fuzion basic 
features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment

colors

 black mesh W09-1

fuzion basic 
mid-back
FUZ5B-LO
$755

fuzion luxury  
mid-back 
FUZ8LX-LO-BKALU
$1029

fuzion luxury 
features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
seat depth adjustment
arm height adjustment
swivel arm
arm depth adjustment

colors

 black mesh W09-1

fuzion luxury  
high-back 
FUZ9LX-HI-BKALU
$1125

fuzion basic 
high-back 
FUZ6B-HI
$852
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DESIGNERPROFILE 

neilwu
Internationally recognized industrial designer Neil Wu is the creator of the Ergoelite and Ergohuman, iOO, Concept 2.0 and 

Nuvem chairs.  Neil  has an unparalleled attention to detail and unbridled enthusiasm for cutting edge design.  His innovative 

flair has produced quality office chairs with sleek, sharp designs.

concept 2.0
The Concept 2.0 is truly a ground-breaking  

chair. It features Neil’s innovative design 

for the world’s first single lever adjustment 

mechanisim, providing an unprecedented 

union of simplicity and functionality.

“I’M A VERY PRACTICAL DESIGNER. I let market needs 
guide my design. If you make a chair that works well, it 
will inherently look good.”
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professional

IT’S A CHALLENGE TO ACHIEVE THE IDEAL  
balance between appearance and 
performance. Between getting the job 
done, and looking great while you do it. 
Say hello to our professional collection. 
Focused on results, but never ready to 
compromise on execution.

COLLECTIONTWO

The Curv, featured here, is a tour de force of  
design and simplicity. See page 34 for details.
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curv

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment

colors 

  
black mesh 

  
black fabric

 

 
available for this chair

Clean lines and balanced proportions are 

dramatically punctuated by the curved seat 

back, providing additional lumbar support 

so that you sit comfortably for lengthy 

periods of time. The Curv’s waterfall seat 

design alleviates pressure and allows for 

good blood flow, a combination making for 

a more productive day.

curv 
CURVMFBLK

$490
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3  

$550 $568 $600 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00
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features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment

colors 

  
black fabric

tension control
The Curv’s tension control, located 

where the seat meets the back for 

easy adjustment, enables you to 

increase or decrease the chair’s tilt 

depending on your individual body 

weight and preferences.

curv 
CURVBLKFF

$490
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Don’t worry, 
we saved 
you a seat.

With a multitude of chairs to choose from, 
we’re certain you’ll find one that suits all 
your needs. We built our collection to cover 
a wide spectrum of requirements, but no 
matter which chair you select, you’ll find 
exceptional quality and value.
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features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment

apollo
The Apollo is a perennial favorite, combining 

value, comfort, adjustability and quality, and 

featuring a breathable, color-coordinated 

mesh back that matches the comfortably 

contoured and padded waterfall seat.

  
is available for  

all Apollo models except MMT9300

polished  
steel base
S330C
$75

apollo 
options

Blue 5802/PM06

Green 5880/PM04

Red 5876/PM09 

Orange 5870/PM08

Silver 5882/PM07

Black 5806/PM01

apollo 
mid-back
MT9400

$458
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 
$518 $536 $568 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

shown with optional 
polished steel base
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features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
forward seat tilt
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
seat angle adjustment
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment

colors

 black mesh PM01 

 
black fabric 5806

features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
forward seat tilt
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
seat angle adjustment
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment

features
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
2.8" ratchet back 
 height adjustment

includes both 
 casters and glides

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
2.8" ratchet back 
 height adjustment

colors

 black mesh PM01

apollo 
mesh seat 
& back
MMT9300
$477

apollo 
multi-function
MFT9450
$488
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$548 $566 $598
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

apollo 
drafting chair
DFT9800
$471
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$531 $549 $581 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

apollo 
multi-function  
with seat slider
MFT945SL
$517
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$577 $595 $627
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

  
is available for  

all Apollo models except MMT9300
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apollo

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment 
waterfall seat
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment

features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
back angle adjustment 
seat height adjustment 
waterfall seat
forward seat tilt
seat depth adjustment 
width adjustable arms 
arm height adjustment
seat angle adjustment 
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment

colors

  black mesh PM01 

 
black fabric 5806

shown with  
optional headrest

polished  
steel base
S330C
$75

headrest* 
HRAP99
$59

* Not available 
on MTG9900

apollo 
options

shown with optional 
polished steel base

apollo 
mid-back with 
ratchet back
MTHB94
$480
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$540 $558 $590
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

apollo 
multi-function 
with ratchet back
MFHB9SL
$535
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$595 $613 $645 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

  
is available for  

all Apollo models except MMT9300
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features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
forward seat tilt
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
seat angle adjustment

apollo 
guest chair
MTG9900
$347
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$407 $425 $457
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

apollo 
high-back multi-function 
with seat slider
MM95SL
$535
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$595 $613 $645 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

  
is available for  

all Apollo models except MMT9300

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment

colors

  black mesh PM01 

 
black fabric 5806

apollo 
synchro
MM9500
$480
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$540 $558 $590 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00
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features
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment 
waterfall seat
weight activation mechanism

colors

 
black

 
grey

 
burgundy

 
blue

 
orange

hawk
MF22
$405

hawk
A study in the concept that less is more, the 

Hawk compliments any workspace with its 

understated elegance. This chair features 

a comfortable mesh back for flexibility and 

breathability. A weight activated mechanism 

responds to your unique individual needs 

to provide comfort and support throughout 

the entire workday.
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accent

accent
mesh back/ leather seat
ML160A-BLK
$527

astra
mesh back/ fabric seat
MF2000BLK
$410

features
tilt tension control
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment 
width adjustable arms 
arm height adjustment
bonded leather

colors 

 black mesh 

 black leather

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment
arm depth adjustment

colors 

 
black mesh 

 
black fabric

astra
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fx2 500
FLX500-GRYOP 
FLX500-BLKOP
$560

fx2
The FX2 makes a distinctive visual statement 

with its unforgettable design. The innovative, 

multi-tiered seat back flexes with the user 

for a more contoured fit, providing comfort 

and correct support in whichever direction 

you go.

features
automatic tilt tension
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment

weight activated mechanism

colors

 
grey

 
black
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fx2 501
FLX501-GRYCL 
FLX501-BLKCL
$560

features
automatic tilt tension
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
seat depth adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment

weight activated mechanism

colors

 
grey

 
black
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4x4
The Eurotech 4x4 is an economical, yet 

comfortable series of chairs that provide 

all-day comfort with its molded contoured 

cushions and ergonomic features.

features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
forward seat tilt
seat depth adjustment*
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
seat angle adjustment
2.8" ratchet back 
 height adjustment

* Available on 498SL only

colors

 
black AT33 

 
charcoal H5511

 
navy AT30 

 
burgundy AT31

 

 
available for this chair

4x4sl 
with seat slider
498SL
$587
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$677 $707 $762
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.70

seat sliding mechanism
on 4x4sl only
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4x4le 
leather
LM59802A
$625

4x4
49802A
$520
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$610 $640 $695 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.70

4x4xl
FM4080
$587
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 
$709 $758 $847 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

2.75

colors

 black leather
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pembroke
executive
LE521
$439

pembroke
manager
LE522
$416

pembroke
A superb executive chair, upholstered in soft 

Eco Leather, the Pembroke incorporates 

mattress spring technology in the seat 

cushion providing hugging lumbar support 

for a uniquely comfortable feel.

features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
center or swivel-tilt
adjustable seat height
waterfall seat
padded armrests
mattress spring technology

colors

 black leather

Spring Cushion 
Technology
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LE222TNM-BLKL LE333TNM-BLKL

The epitome of style, comfort and durability, 

this series features oversized molded foam 

cushions, optional leather padded armrests 

and a steel substructure for enhanced 

functionality and strength.

europa
METALLIC

features
tilt tension control

knee-tilt
tilt lock

seat height adjustment 
waterfall seat

colors 

black leather  

europa leather 
high-back mid-back guest
LE811 LE822 LE833
$466 $445 $412

 LE811 LE822 LE833

optional zip-on 
arm covers

black EUCVR-BLK
$30

brown EUCVR-BRN
$30

white EUCVR-WHT 
$30

europa metallic 
high-back mid-back guest
LE111TNM-BLKL LE222TNM-BLKL LE333TNM-BLKL
$452 $431 $399

features
tilt tension control

knee-tilt
tilt lock

seat height adjustment
waterfall seat

all models available in  
black, brown and  

white leather

colors 

black leather  

brown leather 

white leather 

LE111TNM-BLKL
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karimrashid
Karim Rashid, Inc.
New York, NY
Red Dot Design Award Recipient
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DESIGNERPROFILE 

karimrashid
Karim Rashid is an internationally celebrated industrial designer and interior architect. His work includes luxury goods, furniture, 

lighting, surface design, brand identity and packaging. Time magazine has described him as the “most famous industrial 

designer in all the Americas.”

“I WANTED THE CHAKRA TO WORK AS HARD AS I DO.  
I designed it to deliver uncompromising quality, to always 
delight and never disappoint. It achieves this effortlessly.”

chakra
The Chakra features a unique zoomorphic 

structure that is light and airy yet extremely 

comfortable. This innovative chair focuses 

on the body’s energy centers, cushioning 

the chakras and leaving the rest of the body 

free of tension.
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features
tilt tension control
tilt lock
synchro-tilt 
seat height adjustment 
waterfall seat
seat depth adjustment 
arm height adjustment
arm depth adjustment

colors

 
black mesh 

 black fabric

lume
MF2500BLK
$558

lume
An elegant mesh checkerboard pattern 

makes the Lume an obvious choice for any 

office space that knows how to get down to 

business. The variety of ergonomic features 

this chair provides deliver comfort and 

support throughout the workday.
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Fluid lines enhance every curve and edge 

of this unique and clean design. The Staq 

chair cradles the body without hard angles 

or sharp corners. Available in multiple colors, 

it will deliver a fresh contemporary look to 

any workspace.

staq

staq dolly
STAQDLY
$235

staq black 
with glides
STAQGLIDEBLK
$164

STAQGLIDECOF
STAQGLIDEGRN
STAQGLIDEGRY
STAQGLIDENVY
STAQGLIDEBRICK
STAQGLIDEYEL
$184

STAQCASCOF
STAQCASGRN
STAQCASGRY
STAQCASNVY
STAQCASBRICK
STAQCASYEL
$194

packed 4 per carton/ 
no split carton

stacks up to 10 high  
on dolly

colors 

 black

 coffee

 green

 grey

 navy

 brick

 yellow

staq black  
with casters 
STAQCASBLK
$174
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A WORK HORSE  
and a thoroughbred? You purchase the 
thoroughbred to impress and delight. You 
buy a work horse because you need to get 
things done. But, it’s still a beautiful animal. 
Classic seating from Eurotech wins the 
value race every time.

classic
COLLECTIONTHREE

The versatile Tetra and the Dakota guest chair 
featured here enhance any workspace with their 
timeless beauty and design. See pages 59  
and 62 for details.
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24/7
features

tilt tension control
center-tilt

tilt lock
back angle adjustment
seat height adjustment

waterfall seat
forward seat tilt

2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment

seat angle adjustment
width adjustable arms

arm height adjustment

extra thick seat and  
back cushions

colors

dove black 5806 
 

dove charcoal 5801 
 

features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment

350 lb weight capacity

colors

 
dove black 5806

 
dove charcoal 5801

excelsior 350 

24/7
24/7
$621

big and tall
BT350
$564

excelsior 350
BM9000
$621

big and tall
features

tilt tension control
swivel-tilt

tilt lock
seat height adjustment
arm height adjustment

350 lb weight capacity

colors

black mesh  

black fabric 
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cypher
features

tilt tension control
seat height adjustment

waterfall seat
back height adjustment 

width adjustable arms 
arm height adjustment 

flex back

colors

black perfection 1 

navy perfection 4 

grey perfection 6 

cypher 
shell back
FT2700
$360

features
tilt tension control

tilt lock
synchro-tilt

seat height adjustment
width adjustable arms

arm height adjustment

shell back 

colors 

black mesh F241  

black fabric AT33  

burgundy fabric AT31  

charcoal fabric H5511  

navy fabric AT30 

aviator

FM5505

aviator 
mesh
MM5506
$482

aviator 
fabric
FM5505
$482
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$581 $616 $680
C.O.M. YARDAGE

2.00

colors

 
black fabric AT33

 
burgundy fabric AT31

 
charcoal fabric H5511

 
navy fabric AT30

slider

slider
1701
$547

newport
FT5241 fabric
MT5241 mesh
$264

newport

 
available for this chair

features
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
seat height adjustment 
waterfall seat
forward seat tilt
seat depth adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
2.8" ratchet back  
 height adjustment

upholstered back

(FT5241 ONLY)

features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
seat height adjustment
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment

upholstered back 

colors

 
black fabric AT33

 black mesh F241

 
burgundy mesh F243

 
grey mesh F242

 
navy mesh F249
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odyssey 
black leather
LE9406
$461

louisville
LE8505
$515

oss
features
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
back height adjustment
includes both casters and glides

shell back
shown with optional PU22 arms 

colors

 
ebony H06

 
pewter H11

 
blue H14

 
crimson H12

oss drafting stool 
OSS400 with DSK500 base 

$325 
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$329 $346 $378 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00
optional PU22 arms 
add $94

oss
OSS400
$258 
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$329 $346 $378 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

odyssey 
brown leather
LE9406BRN
$500

features
tilt tension control
knee-tilt
tilt lock
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat

colors 

  
black leather

louisville

drafting  
stool base
DSK500
$67

arms
PU22
$94

 
available for both models

odyssey
features

tilt tension control
center-tilt

tilt lock
seat height adjustment

waterfall seat

colors

 black leather  

brown leather 

features
seat height adjustment

waterfall seat
back height adjustment

shell back
see page 79  

for arm option 

colors

ebony H06 

pewter H11 

blue H14 

crimson H12 
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features
tilt tension control

center-tilt
tilt lock

seat height adjustment 
waterfall seat

arm height adjustment

colors 

black mesh  

 black fabric 

features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment

colors 

 
black mesh 

 
black fabric

tetra

marlin

maze

stingray

marlin
MT7500
$320

stingray
MT8500
$330

features
tilt tension control
swivel-tilt
tilt lock
synchro-tilt
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
arm height adjustment

colors

 
 
black mesh 

 
 
black fabric

features
tilt tension control

center-tilt
tilt lock

seat height adjustment
waterfall seat

MT4500 also features
arm height adjustment

colors

black mesh back 

black mesh seat 

maze 
loop arm
MT3000
$295

maze
MT4500 

$325 

tetra
MF272BLK 

$355
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flip

features
tilt tension control

center-tilt
tilt lock

seat height adjustment
waterfall seat

width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment

2.8" ratchet back
 height adjustment 

shell back

The space-saving flip-up seats allow the Flip 

to nest for efficient storage. A black mesh 

back with black fabric seat are standard.

Packed two per carton, no split cartons.

features
tilt tension control
center-tilt
tilt lock
back angle adjustment
seat height adjustment
waterfall seat
forward seat tilt
width adjustable arms
arm height adjustment
seat angle adjustment
2.8" ratchet back
 height adjustment

colors

 
black fabric AT33 

 
burgundy fabric AT31

 
charcoal fabric H5511 

 
navy fabric AT30

racer racer st

racer 
FM4087
$446
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$536 $566 $621 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.80

racer st
FT4547
$365
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$455 $485 $540 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.80

flip  
no arms
NT1000
$290
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3  

$350 $368 $400 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

flip  
with arms
NT5000
$300
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$360 $378 $410 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

1.00

 
available for these chairs

 
available for these chairs

colors

  black mesh PM01 back 

 
dove black fabric 5806 seat
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aire box of 4
S3000, S4000, S5000
$520 ($130 per chair)

dolly for aire
821-KHSD
$226

aire
features

Packed four to a carton. No split 
cartons. All styles available in black 

and navy. All models have glides 
with ganging clips.

Dolly holds 36 pieces. Includes 
2 brake and 2 regular casters. 

Chairs cannot be floor stacked.

colors 

black 

navy 

S4000 S5000S3000

Available with or  
without casters

colors 

 
black fabric

 

 
available for this chair

breeze

FS9077FS8270

cypress

cypress
WGFCH
WGFMAH
WGFEX
$363

WGFMAH WGFEXWGFCH

breeze 
with casters
FS8270 GREY FRAME
FS9070 BLACK FRAME
$224
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$276 $288 $310 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.50

breeze
FS8277 GREY FRAME
FS9077 BLACK FRAME
$218
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3
$270 $282 $304 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.50

wood frame

colors

cherry frame 

mahogany frame 

espresso frame 

black fabric 
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dakota

dakota 
black vinyl
VS8012
$208

colors

 
black fabric AT33 

 
burgundy fabric AT31

 
charcoal fabric H5511 

 
navy fabric AT30

 

 
available for these chairs

dakota 
no arms
8014 black only
$196
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$261 $275 $301 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.80

stacks  
4 high

8011

8014 9011 VS8012

dakota 
with arms
9011
$241
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$309 $325 $353 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.85

dakota 
with arms
8011 

$208
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$273 $287 $313 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.80
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dakota2  
mesh with arms
7055SB
$242
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$296 $311 $336 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.70

dakota2  
mesh no arms
7014
$217
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$271 $286 $311 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.70

dakota2
colors

  black mesh PM01 back 

 
dove black fabric 5806 seat

 

 
available for these chairs

stacks  
4 high

stacks  
4 high

7011

7055SB 7014

dakota2  
mesh with arms
7011
$232
FABRIX 1 FABRIX 2 FABRIX 3 

$286 $301 $326 
C.O.M. YARDAGE

.70
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Fabrix is our custom upholstery service. You choose from an 
expansive variety of colors, patterns, fabrics and materials 
for your order, and we ship it in 7 days or less.

Eurotech’s products are designed to meet the real needs of people 
who work in all kinds of offices. We have taken our most popular 
chairs and offer them to you in 230 exciting fabrics. And, best of all, 
they ship in only 7 working days. A 24-hour quick ship is available for 
an additional fee. Please contact customer service for details. 

We now offer a full C.O.M. (Customer’s Own Material) program that 
allows your supplied fabric to be upholstered on any of our 34 chairs. 
Please contact customer service for full details and specifications.

For the healthcare industry, we offer the perfect prescription for 
practical, yet comfortable office seating. If you deal with hospitals, 
clinics or any other area of the healthcare industry, you have 
got to take a look at our selection of 69 durable, easy care, easy 
maintenance fabrics, with 34 office seating styles to choose from.

Please visit eurotechseating.com to view larger swatch images 
and additional fabric options. To order actual fabric samples, email 
literature@raynorgroup.com.

ergohuman
LEM6ERGLO
GRADE 2 
Tea Time — Olive

4x4
498SL

GRADE 2 
Rolo — Eucalyptus

monterey 
MFSY77

GRADE 2 
Benday — Scampi

dakota 
9011

GRADE 2 
Paragon — French Blue
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Hundreds of Fabrics Shipped 
in 7 Days or LessGRADE 1

EURO

Black AT33

Burgundy AT31

Charcoal H5511

Navy AT30

Dove Grey 5882

65

SHIRE
D

Chesapeake

Sage

Stonewall

Travertine

Tulip

KEDAR
C

Taupe

Indigo

Iron

Espresso

Poppy

LOOSE CHANGE 
C

Gray

Sage

Burgundy

Brass

Prussian
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GRADE 1 GRADE 2

Fog

Garnet

Onyx

Stone

Vine

BASIS
M

WINSLOW
C

Moonbeam

Peacock

Mineral

Putty

Deep Red

BENDAY
C

Scampi

Newsprint

River

Chalk

Smoke

CITY PARK
C

Domino

Birch Bark

Cork

Blue Moon

Marigold
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Please visit www.eurotechseating.com to view larger  
swatch images as well as additional fabric options.GRADE 2

CIRCUIT
D

Bronze

Burgundy

Danube

Domino

Granite

DAPPER
371-MY

Aquamarine 014

Lapis 004

Obsidian 006

Quartz 007

Ruby 001

EXPO
M

Festive

Fog

Latte

Leaf

Tuxedo

FORTE
298-MY

Chive 003

Fudge 000

Cadet 004

Port 011

Pumice 017



KNACK
M

Filament

Dark Roast

Teak

Berry

Brisk

INSIGHT
M

Ebony

Forest

Fossil

Periwinkle

Real Red

FUSE
M

Azurean

Carmine

Cress

Malted

Pepper

LIFESAVER
2877-T

Blueberry 6070

Butterscotch 6020

Candy 6040

Chocolate 6093

Mango 6030

GRADE 2
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PARAGON
D

French Blue

Spice

Copper Kettle

Moon Rock

Misty

PATIO
420-MY

Basket 000

Coral Reef 009

Cyberspace 016

Sea Salt 010

Vellum 007

PERFECTION
AS9080

Black 1

Beige 2

Olive 3

Navy 4

Burgundy 5

Royal 11

Grey 6

Cherry 7

Tangerine 8

Lime 9

GRADE 2
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Olive 013

Laguna 024

Mercury 026

QUATTRO
300-MY

Granite 006

Chalk 007

Sky 10

GRADE 2 Please visit www.eurotechseating.com to view larger  
swatch images as well as additional fabric options.

RING
D

Mist

Obsidian

Sapphire

Scarlet

Thyme

RATIO
M

Hickory

Port

Sage

Sapphire

Storm
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Bluebeard

Eucalyptus

Splash

ROLO
D

Flamenco

Castlerock

SHIRAZ
9087-T

Charcoal 5110

Kelly 5030

Marine 5050

Beaver 5070

Rasin 5060

SNAKESKIN
9000-T

Khaki 6010

Pumpkin 6030

Candy 6040

Charcoal 6070

Midnight 6072

TANGENT
M

Amber

Chambray

Metal

Roulette

Toast     

GRADE 2 Hundreds of Fabrics Shipped 
in 7 Days or Less
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Please visit www.eurotechseating.com to view larger  
swatch images as well as additional fabric options.

TEA TIME
C

Apple

Ebony

Ocean

Olive

Adobe

TRANQUIL
9278-T

Cranberry 5040

Lavender 5051

Sage 5020

Almond 5010

Toffee 5021

UNDERGROUND
2967-T

Pepper 030

Ocean 041

Azure 050

Straw 020

Earth 061

Linen 0905

WHIRL
4131-T

Cadet 8404

Nugget 0605

Spinach 1717

Tomato 4242

GRADE 2
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Cordovan

Fern

Mudslide

Nugget

Nutmeg

CANYON VINYL 
D

GRADE 3 (HEALTHCARE)

Metal

Steel

Buff

Cream

Clementine

Red

Quarry

Black

Pistachio

Batik

CASTILLO VINYL (Grade 2 Pricing)
C

The Castillo Series 
has i-clean technology 
with moisture barrier 
protection allowing you 
to clean most stains, 
including ink, with a mild 
soap and water mix.
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DILLON VINYL (Grade 1 Pricing)
C

Lipstick

Fiesta 

Ocean

Java

Sage

Apple Green

Black

Williamsburg

Stratus

Buff

Meadow 003

Wildberry 005

Granite 006

Beachcomber 007

Pumpkin 009

DESTINY
DB405-MY

GRADE 3 (HEALTHCARE)

Summer Grass

Blue

Deco Coral

Mocha

Velvet Rose

CIRQUE
D

Summer Grass
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Parchment 007

JITTERBUG
WC953-MY

Delta 014

Topaz 002

Prism 004

Driftwood 006

Atlantic 014

Greystone 016

Jade 003

Lava 006

Quartz 007

GENESIS
DB408-MY

Espresso 000

Caramel 002

Laurel 003

Taupe 010

Dusk 014

MOSAIC
DB406-MY

Balsam

Burgundy

Cocoa

Patriot Blue

LAIR
D

GRADE 3 (HEALTHCARE) Hundreds Of Fabrics Shipped 
In 7 Days Or Less
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PRISMA
D

Blue Moon

Cactus

Desert Grass

Ruby

Texas Tea

RAINDANCE
WC956-MY

Aloe 003

Flame 009

Lake 004

Sterling 006

Zenith 014

SIDESTEP
D

Canyon

Lawn Green

Navy

Red Rock

Smoke

TRAPEZE
D

Coral  

Mint Chocolate

Regency Red

Steel

Violet

GRADE 3 (HEALTHCARE) Please visit www.eurotechseating.com to view larger  
swatch images as well as additional fabric options.



GRADE 3 

Healthcare Collection
The perfect prescription for practical, 
yet comfortable office seating.

Healthcare Seating
by

Moisture Proof
Moisture Resistant
Anti-Microbial
Anti-Bacterial
Anti-Fungal

apollo 
MFT945SL
Shown in Williamsburg,  
from the Dillon Vinyl pattern 
in our Healthcare swatches.

All Healthcare fabrics are durable and easy to maintain, meeting 
anti-microbial, anti-bacterial healthcare standards. They are ideal 
for hospitals, clinics, waiting areas, private offices, nurses stations, 
lounges and cafeterias. Please contact customer service and ask 
about Healthcare C.O.M. capabilities.

1.800.637.0005
www.eurotechhealthcare.com
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We call it C.O.M. – Customer’s Own Material. It’s your fabric, on our chairs.

Any chair in the entire Fabrix® program can be upholstered with your 

supplied material for a truly custom look. Please reference the C.O.M. 

yardage listed for each chair. All C.O.M. chairs are Grade 1 pricing.

Please note that C.O.M. fabrics are not tested by Eurotech for CAL117  

or other performance standards.

yourfabricourchairs
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MEMORY FOAM ARM PADSADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS

Height and width adjustable 
arm kit with push button height 
adjustment.

2-tone soft soft dual 
wheel casters wheel casters

CASTERS

Soft wheel casters are used to 
slow down chair movement on 
uncarpeted surfaces.

2T-CAS CAS-SF01

$65 $59
PU22

$94
MFPAD

$83

for models  
OSS400

CENTER OR SWIVEL-TILT 
Chair tilts from a point under the center of the seat allowing user 
to rock back and forth. Tension adjustable.

KNEE-TILT 
Chair tilts from a point close to the front of seat, allowing user to 
tilt while feet remain rested on floor.

SYNCHRO-TILT 
Back reclines in a preset ratio to seat.

TILT TENSION CONTROL 
Recline rate adapts to weight of user.

TILT LOCK 
Locks out tilt function.

SEAT DEPTH ADJUSTMENT 
Adjusts seat depth relative to back.

SEAT ANGLE ADJUSTMENT 
Seat angle will lock in any position from front to back.

SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 
Sets seat height to desired position relative to floor.

FORWARD SEAT TILT 
Changes angle of seat to enable proper ergonomic posture 
while using computer keyboard.

WATERFALL SEAT 
Front of cushion slopes to reduce pressure on the back of the 
knees.

BACK ANGLE ADJUSTMENT 
Sets back angle for personalized comfort in reclined position.

BACK HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 
Raise or lower to support the lumbar (lower back) region.

RATCHET BACK HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 
Backrest easily adjusts up or down relative to seat for 
personalized lumbar region support and comfort.

ARM HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 
Adjusts arm up or down for proper ergonomic positioning while 
seated.

WIDTH ADJUSTABLE ARMS 
Adjusts arms in or out for proper ergonomic positioning.

ARM DEPTH ADJUSTMENT 
Arm pads slide forward or backward for proper ergonomic 
positioning.

SWIVEL ARM 
Arm pads angle in or out for proper ergonomic positioning.

featuresandoptions
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page model number series overall dimensions 
w x d x h

seat  
w x d

back  
w x h

seat height lbs. cube

8 iOO-WHT iOO 26 x 26 x 40.8-46 19.7 x 15.5-17 20.3 x 21.7-23.2 20 - 23.6 69 9.3

9 iOO-BLK iOO 26 x 26 x 40.8-46 19.7 x 15.5-17 20.3 x 21.7-23.2 20 - 23.6 69 9.3

12 ME22ERGLT-N15 ergoelite 26.4 x 26 x 45.3-50.8 19.9 x 19.3 20.7 x 28 18.1 - 21.6 76 10.8

13 ME5ERGLTLOW-N15 ergoelite 26.4 x 26 x 39.4-44.9 19.9 x 19.3 20.7 x 22 18.1 - 21.6 62 9.2

16 ME7ERG ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 46-52 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 28 18.1 - 22.9 66 10.8

16 CAME7ERG ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 46-52 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 28 18.1 - 22.9 66 10.8

17 ME8ERGLO ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 39.5-45.5 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 22 18.1 - 22.9 64 9.2

17 CAME8ERGLO ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 39.5-45.5 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 22 18.1 - 22.9 64 9.2

18 LE9ERG ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 46-52 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 28 19.3 - 24 66 10.9

18 LE10ERGLO ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 39.5-45.5 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 28 19.3 - 24 64 9

19 LEM4ERG ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 46-52 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 28 18.5 - 22.2 66 10.9

19 LEM6ERGLO ergohuman 26.5 x 29 x 39.5-45.5 20.5 x 18.5 20.5 x 28 18.5 - 22.2 64 9

22 NUVEMWHT nuvem 32.5 x 32.3 x 40.75-43 23 x 19.7 23 x 25.6-28 17.3 120 21.9

23 NUVEMBLK nuvem 32.5 x 32.3 x 40.75-43 23 x 19.7 23 x 25.6-28 17.3 120 21.9

24 FM801COALLAA1 frasso fabric mid 25.8 x 19.5 x 41-44.8 20 x 17.4 18.7 x 22 19 - 22.8 41 6

24 FM801COALLLA1 frasso fabric mid 25.2 x 19.5 x 41-44.8 20 x 17.4 18.7 x 22 19 - 22.8 45 6

24 LE800BLKLLA1 frasso leather high 25.2 x 19-21 x 44.5-48.4 20 x 16.6-18.9 18.9 x 26.5 19 - 22.8 49 6.7

24 LE800BLKLAA1 frasso leather high 25.6 x 19-21 x 44.5-48.4 20 x 16.6-18.9 18.9 x 26.5 19 - 22.8 49 6.7

indexanddimensions
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back  
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24 LEM801BLKLLA1 frasso leather mid 25.2 x 19.5 x 41-44.8 20 x 17.4 18.7 22 19 -22.8 45 6

24 LEM801BLKLAA1 frasso leather mid 25.8 x 19.5 x 41-44.8 20 x 17.4 18.7 x 22 19 - 22.8 41 6

25 LE150 manchester high 25.8 x 29 x 42-45 20 x 20 19.5 x 24.4 18.7 - 21.7 55 6.72

25 LE255 manchester mid 25.8 x 28.9 x 38.8-41.8 20 x 20 19.5 x 20.5 18.7 - 21.7 53 6.72

26 CONCEPT 2.0 concept 2.0 26 x 26 x 38-43.5 20 x 19 20 x 22 18 - 22 64.5 9.05

27 MMSY55 monterey 26 x 27.6 x 40.9-43.7 20 x 20 20 x 23.6 19.7- 22.5 66.5 11.4

27 MFSY77 monterey 27 x 27 x 40.5-43.3 20 x 19.3 20 x 23.6 18.5 - 21.3 68.5 11.1

28 SKTRN-BLK eduskate 25 x 25.4 x 36.8 18.5 x 18.3 18.3 x 19 18.5 49 4.97

28 SKTRN-WHBLK eduskate 25 x 25.4 x 36.8 18.5 x 18.3 18.3 x 19 18.5 49 4.97

29 FUZ6B-HI fuzion 26 x 27.5 x 46-51 20.5 x 19 20.5 x 33 18.3 x 23 66 9.9

29 FUZ8LX-LO-BKALU fuzion 26 x 27.5 x 40-46 20.5 x 19 20.5 x 24.5 18.3 - 23 63 9.3

29 FUZ5B-LO fuzion 26 x 27.5 x 40-46 20.5 x 19 20.5 x 24.5 18.3 - 23 63 9.3

29 FUZ9LX-HI-BKALU fuzion 26 x 27.5 x 46-51 20.5 x 19 20.5 x 33 18.3 - 23 66 10

34 CURVMFBLK curv 24.4 x 21 x 36-40 20 x 16.5 18.9 x 18.5 18 - 22 44 5

35 CURVBLKFF curv 24.4 x 21 x 36-40 20 x 16.5 18.9 x 18.5 18 - 22 44 5

38 MT9400 apollo 26 x 19.3 x 35 - 38.5 20.5 x 19.3 19.5 x 20 18.1 - 21.7 54 5.6

39 MMT9300 apollo 26 x 20 x 36-40.5 20.5 x 19.3 19.5 x 20 18.5 - 22 54 5.7

39 MFT9450 apollo 26 x 20 x 36-39.5 20.5 x 19.3 19.5 x 20 18.5 - 22 54 6
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39 MFT945SL apollo 26 x 20 x 36-39.5 20.5 x 19.3 19.5 x 19.5 18.9 - 22.4 54 6.1

39 DFT9800 apollo 25 x 24 x 43.5-56 20.5 x 19.3 19.5 x 20 26.5 - 36.5 58 5.7

40 MTHB94 apollo 26 x 20 x 40-46 20.5 x 19 19 x 25 18.5 - 22 47.5 6.5

40 MFHB9SL apollo 26 x 20 x 40.5-46.5 20.5 x 19 19 x 25 19 - 22.5 55.5 7.2

41 MTG9900 apollo 24 x 20 x 36 20.5 x 19.3 19.5 x 20 18.9 39 6.2

41 MM95SL apollo 26 x 24 x 41-44.5 20.5 x 19 21.7 x 23 18.9 - 22.4 57 6.9

41 MM9500 apollo 26 x 24 x 41-44.5 20.5 x 19 21.7 x 23 18.9 - 22.4 57 6.7

42 MF22 hawk 24.4 x 22.4 x 38-41 19.3 x 18.5 17.3 x 20.9 18.5 - 21.65 36 5.8

43 ML160A-BLK accent 25.2-27.8 x 24.4 x 41.3-44.1 19.9 x 17.7 19.3 x 23 18.5 - 21.3 52 5.5

43 MF2000BLK astra 25 x 24.4 x 38.8-41.5 20.9 x 17.2 19.3 x 21 18.3 - 21 34 5.62

44 FLX500-BLKOP FX2 25.78 x 24.6-26.57 x 
40.55-44.09 20.47 x 18.5 19.09 x 29.52 19.09 - 22.63 35.2 5.9

44 FLX500-GRYOP FX2 25.78 x 24.6-26.57 x 
40.55-44.09 20.47 x 18.5 19.09 x 29.52 19.09 - 22.63 35.2 5.9

45 FLX501-BLKCL FX2 25.78 x 24.6-26.57 x 
40.23-43.77 20.47 x 18.5 20.07 x 27.95 19.09 - 22.63 36.5 5.9

45 FLX501-GRYCL FX2 25.78 x 24.6-26.57 x 
40.23-43.77 20.47 x 18.5 20.07 x 27.95 19.09 - 22.63 36.5 5.9

46 498SL 4x4sl 27 x 21 x 36.5-40 20 x 19 19 x 20 18 - 21.5 60 6

47 49802A 4x4 29.5 x 26 x 37-40.5 20 x 19 (x3) 19 x 20 (x3) 18 - 21.5 60 6

47 LM59802A 4x4le 29.5 x 26 x 37-43.5 20 x 19 (x3) 19 x 20 (x3) 18 - 21.5 60 6

47 FM4080 4x4xl 29 x 26 x 40.5-47 20.5 x 19 20.5 x 24 18.1 - 21.7 61 7.4
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48 LE521 pembroke 26.37 x 27.55 x 44.88-
48.42 21.45 x 20.47 20.86 x 29.52 18.3 - 21.85 41.1 6.78

48 LE522 pembroke 26.37 x 27.55 x 41.33-44.88 21.45 x 20.47 20.86 x 25.98 18.3 - 21.85 37.6 6.09

49 LE811 europa 22 x 25.5 x 41.5-45 17.7 x 19.7 18.5 x 23.5 18.5 - 22 45 5.5

49 LE111TNM-BLKL europa 22 x 25.5 x 41.5-45 17.7 x 19.7 18.5 x 23.5 18.5 - 22 45 5.5

49 LE822 europa 22 x 25.5 x 35.8-39.4 17.7 x 19.7 18.5 x 18 18.5 - 22 44 4.7

49 LE222TNM-BLKL europa 22 x 25.5 x 35.8-39.4 17.7 x 19.7 18.5 x 18 18.5 - 22 44 4.7

49 LE833 europa 22 x 25.5 x 35.4 17.7 x 19.7 18.5 x 18 17.7 36 5

49 LE333TNM-BLKL europa 22 x 25.5 x 35.4 17.7 x 19.7 18.5 x 18 17.7 36 5

52 MF2500BLK lume 24.6 x 22.9 x 38.8-41.6 20.7 x 17.3-18.9 18 x 20.7-22.8 18.7 - 21.5 44 6.3

53 STAQCASBLK staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQCASCOF staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQCASGRN staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQCASGRY staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQCASNVY staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQCASBRICK staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQCASYEL staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQGLIDEBLK staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQGLIDECOF staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10
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53 STAQGLIDEGRN staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQGLIDEGRY staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQGLIDENVY staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQGLIDEBRICK staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQGLIDEYEL staq 21.6 x 22 x 30 17 x 15.4 16.7 x 13.2 16.9 62 10

53 STAQDLY staq 35.4d/FRONT 22.8w x 
13.4h/BACK 21.5w x 7.9h 13 6.34

56 24/7 24/7 26.8 x 21 x 38.5-42 20.5 x 21 20 x 21 19 - 22.5 59 6.7

56 BT350 big and tall 29 x 26.4 x 41-44.5 21 x 19.7 19.7 x 25 19.7 - 23 57 7.1

56 BM9000 excelsior 350 30 x 30.5 x 42-45.5 22.8 x 21 22 x 23.5 20 - 23.5 70 8.2

57 FM5505 aviator 27.5 x 24 x 37-40.5 20.5 x 19 20 x 21 18.9 - 22.4 57 6.5

57 MM5506 aviator 27.5 x 24 x 37-40.5 20.5 x 19 20 x 21 18.9 - 22.4 57 6.5

57 FT2700 cypher 24.8 x 23 x 36.5-40 20 x 23 18.5 x 18.5 17.7 - 21.3 47.4 6.5

57 FT5241 newport 26 x 25 x 35.5-39 20 x 19 19 x 18.3 17 - 20.5 38 4.4

57 MT5241 newport 26 x 25 x 35.5-39 20 x 19 19 x 18.3 17 - 20.5 38 4.4

57 1701 slider 27.5 x 25 x 41.5-45 20 x 18 20.5 x 25 18.9 - 22.4 66 6.5

58 LE8505 louisville 25.5 x 21.5 x 40.5-43 20 x 18.5 20.5 x 24 18 - 21.2 57 7.9

58 LE9406 odyssey 26 x 27 x 44-47 21 x 18.5 21 x 26.5 18.1 - 21.6 45 6.7

58 LE9406BRN odyssey 26 x 27 x 44-47 21 x 18.5 21 x 26.5 18.1 - 21.6 45 6.7
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58 OSS400 with DSK500 
base oss 20 x 24 x 41-48 20 x 19 17.5 x 16.5 25.5 - 30.5 39 4

58 OSS400 oss 20 x 24 x 36-39.5 20.5 x 19 17.5 x 17 16.5 - 20.1 31 4

59 MT3000 maze 24 x 21.45 x 36-39.5 19 x 17.5 19 x 18 18.25 - 21.75 34 4.25

59 MT4500 maze 25 x 21.45 x 36-39.5 18.7 x 17.3 19 x 17.7 18.25 - 21.75 35 4.25

59 MT7500 marlin 26 x 26.4 x 36.6-40.6 21.25 x 20.6 20.5 x 20.5 17.7 - 21.7 37.5 5.2

59 MT8500 stingray 26.6 x 24.2 x 37-41 21.25 x 19.5 19 x 19 18.5 - 22.5 39.5 5.2

59 MF272BLK tetra 25.2 x 22.4 x 37.4-41 19.9 x 15.75 19.3 x 20.7 17.9 - 21.5 40 4.24

60 NT1000 flip 20.5 x 24.5 x 37.5 19 x 19 19.5 x 20 19 65 9.45/ctn

60 NT5000 flip 24 x 24.5 x 37.5 19 x 19 19.5 x 20 19 65 9.45/ctn

60 FM4087 racer 26 x 25 x 37-40.5 18.5 x 19 18.5 x 20 18.5 - 22 55 6.3

60 FT4547 racer st 26 x 25 x 37.5-41 20 x 19 18.5 x 19.5 19.3 - 22.8 60 5.4

61 S3000 (4/ctn) aire 18 x 23 x 34 18 x 18.5 19 x 14 17.7 50 8.3

61 S4000 (4/ctn) aire 18 x 23 x 34 18 x 18.5 19 x 14 17.7 50 8.3

61 S5000 (4/ctn) aire 18 x 22.5 x 33.5 18 x 18.5 18 x 14.5 17.7 50 8.3

61 FS8270 GREY FRAME breeze 25 x 21 x 33.75 17.5 x 19.5 19 x 13.5 19.5 22 3.4

61 FS8277 GREY FRAME breeze 25 x 21 x 33.75 17.5 x 19.5 19 x 13.5 19.5 22 3.4

61 FS9070 BLACK 
FRAME breeze 25 x 21 x 33.75 17.5 x 19.5 19 x 13.5 19.5 22 3.4

61 FS9077 BLACK 
FRAME breeze 25 x 21 x 33.75 17.5 x 19.5 19 x 13.5 19.5 22 3.4
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61 WGFCH cypress 22.5 x 23.4 x 32.3 20 x 19.7 20 x 9 19 24 4.36

61 WGFMAH cypress 22.5 x 23.4 x 32.3 20 x 19.7 20 x 9 19 24 4.36

61 WGFEX cypress 22.5 x 23.4 x 32.3 20 x 19.7 20 x 9 19 24 4.36

62 8011 dakota 26.4 x 25 x 32 19.5 x 18 18.5 x 13.5 18.1 23 4

62 8014 dakota 19.3 x 18.5 x 31 19.3 x 18.5 18.5 x 13.4 17.3 18 3.1

62 9011 dakota 24 x 24.4 x 33 18.5 x 19.5 18 x 14.2 18.9 30 4

62 VS8012 dakota 26.5 x 24.5 x 33.4 19 x 18 18 x 15 18.5 24 4.5

63 7011 dakota2 mesh 25.5 x 23.5 x 35.5 18 x 19 19 x 17 19 21.5 3.6

63 7055SB dakota2 mesh 25.5 x 23.5 x 35.5 18 x 19 19 x 17 19 22.5 3.5

63 7014 dakota2 mesh 19 x 25 x 35.5 18 x 19 19 x 17 19 18.7 3.3
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fabrixandc.o.mindex
page model number series fabrix grade 1 fabrix grade 2 fabrix grade 3 c.o.m. yardage

18 LE9ERG ergohuman $1,383 $1,409 $1,457 1.50

18 LE10ERGLO ergohuman $1,342 $1,364 $1,402 1.25

19 LEM4ERG ergohuman $1,346 $1,373 $1,420 1.00

19 LEM6ERGLO ergohuman $1,307 $1,328 $1,366 1.00

27 MFSY77 monterey $860 $878 $910 1.00

34 CURVMFBLK curv $550 $568 $600 1.00

38 MT9400 apollo $518 $536 $568 1.00

39 MFT9450 apollo $548 $566 $598 1.00

39 MFT945SL apollo $577 $595 $627 1.00

39 DFT9800 apollo $531 $549 $581 1.00

40 MTHB94 apollo $540 $558 $590 1.00

40 MFHB9SL apollo $595 $613 $645 1.00

41 MTG9900 apollo $407 $425 $457 1.00

41 MM95SL apollo $595 $613 $645 1.00

41 MM9500 apollo $540 $558 $590 1.00

46 498SL 4x4sl $677 $707 $762 1.70

47 49802A 4x4 $610 $640 $695 1.70

47 FM4080 4x4xl $709 $758 $847 2.75

57 FM5505 aviator $581 $616 $680 2.00

58 OSS400 with DSK500 base oss $329 $346 $378 1.00

58 OSS400 oss $329 $346 $378 1.00

60 NT1000 flip $350 $368 $400 1.00

60 NT5000 flip $360 $378 $410 1.00

60 FM4087 racer $536 $566 $621 1.80

60 FT4547 racer st $455 $485 $540 1.80

61 FS8270 GREY FRAME breeze $276 $288 $310 0.50

61 FS8277 GREY FRAME breeze $270 $282 $304 0.50

61 FS9070 BLACK FRAME breeze $276 $288 $310 0.50

61 FS9077 BLACK FRAME breeze $270 $282 $304 0.50

62 8011 dakota $273 $287 $313 0.80

62 8014 dakota $261 $275 $301 0.80

62 9011 dakota $309 $325 $353 0.85

63 7011 dakota2 mesh $286 $301 $326 0.70

63 7055SB dakota2 mesh $296 $311 $336 0.70

63 7014 dakota2 mesh $271 $286 $311 0.70
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All Eurotech products have been certified by GREENGUARD as meeting the Indoor Air 

Quality pollutant guidelines and standards. The GREENGUARD Environmental Institute 

is an industry-independent, non-profit organization that oversees the GREENGUARD 

Certification Program (SM), which certifies indoor products based on strict chemical 

emissions criteria. Products are tested and verified to meet the stringent GREENGUARD 

Indoor Air Quality Certified designation. GREENGUARD Certification provides third-party 

assurance that products have been tested for potentially harmful chemical emissions, 

and found to meet allowable levels established by recognized public health authorities. 

For more information visit www.greenguard.org.

greenguard
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Seating solutions must be available quickly and reliably. 
Eurotech guarantees to stay ahead of your needs by 
maintaining an inventory of over 25,000 chairs.

We ship orders within 24 business hours providing  
the customer is cleared for credit approval, orders are 
received during normal business hours of 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. 
EST Monday – Friday, and chairs are in stock at time of 
order.

Non-shipment due to acts of God are not covered under 
this guarantee.

All chairs in the 24-hour quick ship program can be 
shipped via UPS. Please note that although our shipment 
methods include UPS, your order will be shipped via the 
best determined method based on time and quantity.

Pricing includes dock delivery. Inside and lift-gate 
deliveries will incur additional charges.

Eurotech assures total customer satisfaction.

Eurotech warrants to the original purchaser all 
components for the life of the product with the exception 
of upholstery and foam, which will be warranted for five 
years.

Eurotech warrants to the original purchaser with proof of 
purchase that all parts will be free from material defects. 
Eurotech will repair or replace, at its option, any unaltered 
components.

Customer’s Own Material (C.O.M.) is not warranted.

Warranty is limited to normal usage, not exceeding forty 
hours per week and 250 lb. weight unless otherwise noted.

The warranty is limited to replacement or repair and does 
not cover the cost of transportation and labor.

• Arm pads are warranted for 2 years  
under normal wear and tear

• Cylinder is warranted for 5 years

There are no other warranties expressed or implied other 
than those specifically described.

Eurotech shall not be liable for consequential or incidental 
damages arising from any product defect.

All Eurotech chairs meet or exceed ANSI-BIFMA standards.

24-hour quick ship policy

limited lifetime warranty

visit us at www.eurotechseating.com
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eurotechseating.com
literature@raynorgroup.com
customerservice@raynorgroup.com

a division of the Raynor Group
525 Hempstead Turnpike
West Hempstead, NY 11552
800.637.0005
516.481.9500
fax 516.481.8141

U.S. showrooms in  
Santa Fe Springs (CA),  
Chicago, Dallas,  
Indianapolis, Long Island,  
and New York City.
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